Vondom accessories range

VONDOM is a leader in the design of avant-garde indoor and outdoor furniture.
The collections showcased here are the result of a unique collaboration
with major worldwide designers. Each collection demonstrates the innovation
and quality which VONDOM embodies. The feature of illumination creates a
chic ambience for the evenings.

BIOPHILIA
MOMA
PILLOW
VERTEX
F3
DELTA
AFRICA
PEDRERA
SABINAS

VONDOM offers the

THE
FINEST
OUTDOOR
FURNITURE

sophistication of a new
sensory experience,
where elements of colour,
light, texture and form

& ACCESSORIES

combine to create a uniquely
harmonious environment.

FAZ

VONDOM
day & night

CURVADA
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The BIOPHILIA collection combines the influence of the pioneering organic
design of Antoni Gaudi with VONDOM’S leading technological expertise.

The MOMA collection
seamlessly unites form
and function.
Outdoor tables
combine a modern
aesthetic with the
built-in practicality of
a dual-purpose planter
or wine cooler.

The PILLOW
collection evokes a
sense of relaxation,
comfort and serenity.
The illumination
feature creates a
chic ambience for
evening pleasure.

retailer details

AFRICA
+ MARI-SOL TABLE

TORRE

YOU & ME
CARPET

VONDOM pieces transform the simplest space into an ambiance filled with
glamour, both unique and extraordinary. This is what it’s about; creating
atmospheres where VONDOM can take hold of life and feel that we are here

VONDOM

F3 is a unique collection based on
fluidity of form, creating an elegant,
ergonomic seating
environment.

easy lifestyle

to live it, enjoy it and surround ourselves with beauty.
DELTA

A timeless product striking a balance
between realism and surrealism.

DELTA
+ DELTA TABLE

F3

The VERTEX collection is designed
to integrate an architectural element
into the surrounding space.

AFRICA

The essence of this chair is contained
in its simple and natural form.

AFRICA
+ MARI-SOL TABLE

VERTEX

The SABINAS chair is inspired by
natural fluid shapes. Its outline hints at
sand dunes, and the female curve.

MARI-SOL TABLE

A table combining technology in its function
with sensuality in its shape. It is collapsible
and comes in different dimensions,
allowing it to adapt to any environment...
interior and exterior.

VONDOM

folding tables

PEDRERA

This is a chair inspired by the undulating
movement of the sea. Its stackable shape
is an appealing space saving feature.

DELTA TABLE

3 LEGGED

4 LEGGED

Contemporary in design. Made of weather-resistant
materials (extruded aluminum tube with cast
aluminum base), this table is ideal for use outside.

PEDRERA
+ MARI-SOL TABLE

SABINAS

